Abstract: Snow cover is the most common upper boundary condition influencing the soil freeze-thaw process in the black soil farming area of northern China. Snow is a porous dielectric cover, and its unique physical properties affect the soil moisture diffusion, heat conduction, freezing rate and other variables. To understand the spatial distribution of the soil water-heat and the variable characteristics of the critical depth of the soil water and heat, we used field data to analyze the freezing rate of soil and the extent of variation in soil water-heat in a unit soil layer under bare land (BL), natural snow (NS), compacted snow (CS) and thick snow (TS) treatments. The critical depth of the soil water and heat activity under different snow covers were determined based on the results of the analysis, and the variation fitting curve of the difference sequences on the soil temperature and water content between different soil layers and the surface 5-cm soil layer were used to verify the critical depth. The results were as follows: snow cover slowed the rate of soil freezing, and the soil freezing rate under the NS, CS and TS treatments decreased by 0.099 cm/day, 0.147 cm/day and 0.307 cm/day, respectively, compared with that under BL. In addition, the soil thawing time was delayed, and the effect was more significant with increased snow cover. During freeze-thaw cycles, the extent of variation in the water and heat time series in the shallow soil was relatively large, while there was less variation in the deep layer. There was a critical stratum in the vertical surface during hydrothermal migration, wherein the critical depth of soil water and heat change gradually increased with increasing snow cover. The variance in differences between the surface layer and both the soil water and heat in the different layers exhibited "steady-rising-steady" behavior, and the inflection point of the curve is the critical depth of soil freezing and thawing. This critical layer is a demarcation point between frozen soil and non-frozen soil, delineating the boundary between soil water and heat migration and non-migration. Furthermore, with increasing snow cover thickness and increasing density, the critical depth gradually increased.
Introduction
Soil is a multiphase system composed of solids, liquids and gas. Material, energy and information are exchanged between the soil and the environment during the atmospheric cycles in a seasonally frozen soil region [1] . Climate is an important natural factor influencing hydrothermal transport in soils, and it affects the spatial and temporal distribution and variation of soil water and heat [2] [3] [4] . The freeze-thaw cycle in soil is a complicated process involving physical, chemical and mechanical principles of action accompanied by heat conduction [5] , water phase transition [6] and solute migration [7] . The freezing and thawing layer in the soil includes the lower boundary of the cold-influenced environment, and its variation changes the spatial distribution of soil water and heat, which affects the living environment for vegetation. Soil salinity moves upwards with liquid water driven by temperature gradients, and a large amount of water loss is induced by evaporation, leading to increasing soil salinization [8] [9] [10] . Therefore, changes in the active layer thickness in permafrost regions and in the soil water-heat transfer affect hydrological and terrestrial ecosystems [11] and physical and geochemical processes [12, 13] . These changes affect crop survival [14] and influence the scientific implementation of agricultural irrigation.
The freezing and thawing of soils are the result of complex influences from meteorological and environmental conditions on the surface water heat, and soil water phase changes reduce the soil permeability, thus affecting the soil hydraulic properties and erosion resistance [15] . In permafrost regions, the soil freezing layer can significantly reduce the snowmelt seepage and increase the spring snowmelt runoff [16] . Research on energy exchange and water cycles in the process of soil freeze-thaw cycles has been conducted by many scholars [17, 18] . Kurylyk [19] studied the different forms of the Clapeyron equation and the relationship between the soil-water characteristic curve and the freezing curve, which laid the foundation for establishing a freeze curve and a water conduction model for unsaturated freeze-thaw soil. Xiang [20] established a water-heat coupled model on the basis of the physical process of hydrothermal equilibrium, and snow and soil data from a typical test site in northeastern Sanjiangyuan were used to validate the model. The results indicated that the changes in soil water content, soil temperature and freezing depth were dependent on the ambient air temperature and the snow cover conditions. The temporal and spatial variation of soil water content is more complicated than temperature in water and heat transfers. The freezing of soils hinders the evaporation of water to a certain extent; soil freezing and thawing caused by an abrupt increase or decrease in the ambient temperature can also influence the ecology of an area [21] .
The movement of the critical layer is related to the hydrothermal characteristics of the soil and the exchange of water energy between the land surface and the atmosphere. Therefore, an increasing number of frozen soil test studies have focused on the critical layer. Nelson [22] proposed that the increase of the critical depth of seasonal frozen-thawing soil will lead to the increase of ground subsidence, which will affect the normal operations of oil pipelines and related facilities in cold areas. Ge [23, 24] used the groundwater flow model (MODFLOW) and Saturated-Unsaturated Transport model (SUTRA) under several assumptions to simulate the hydrothermal conditions of surface soils in the Qinghai-Tibet railway area, predicting the trend of thickness variation of permafrost in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau. Shiklomanov [25] used the Stefan method for high-precision mapping in the Alaskan Kuparuk watershed in the United States, and in the calculation process, the freezing index was used to characterize the effect of climate change on the thickness of the frozen layer. Liu [26] , based on the average surface temperature and soil parameters of permafrost regions, used the simple algorithm for soil freezing and thawing depth (X-G algorithm) to simulate the freezing and thawing process of permafrost in the Maanshan Mountains and analyzed the factors that influence the thickness of the active layer. Zhang [27] calibrated and verified the dynamic simulation model of soil water and heat (COUPMODEL) using monitoring data from the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, suggesting that organic matter has low thermal conductivity and high heat capacity. These characteristics reduced the influence of soil thermal conditions on solar radiation. Chang [28] found that there was a significant Boltzmann function between the ground temperature and the water level in the active layer of permafrost. The change of surface cover and climate change will lead to changing hydraulic relationships between groundwater and river water, which will cause changes throughout the entire hydrological process. Previous studies have focused on analyzing water and heat transfer through dynamic simulations of frozen soils. However, those studies lack a definition of the critical level of soil water and heat transfer. In this study, we explored the critical depth of soil water and heat transfer under different snow cover conditions, and comparatively analyzed the influence of different treatments on the position of the critical level.
To determine the mechanisms underlying soil water and heat transfer, the dynamic pattern and spatial distribution of soil water and heat in the black soil area of Songnen Plain, northeastern China, were studied. The critical depth of the soil water-heat transfer is defined under different snow cover conditions, which will help researchers identify the influence of the energy distribution and conversion of the soil water and heat in permafrost regions. Moreover, these data will clarify the response mechanism of the thickness of the frozen layer to the cover. Such research can provide a reference for further studies of the hydrothermal dynamics of frozen soil in response to environmental changes, the establishment of equations describing the snow-soil composite system and dynamic simulations of the soil water-heat. The ultimate goal of this research is to accurately predict the soil water and heat properties of the black soil region in North China during the spring sowing period and to propose appropriate technology for soil water conservation and heat preservation, thereby improving the soil water and heat utilization efficiency in the Songnen Plain, China.
Materials and Methods

Overview of the Study Area
The study area is located on northeastern China's Songnen Plain hinterland at the Northeast Agricultural University Water Comprehensive Experimental Area. The geographic location of this area is 126 • 45 32 E, 45 • 44 41 N. The study area belongs to a typical plot representative of the Songnen Plain; the experimental area is shown in Figure 1 . The area of the Songnen Plain is approximately 10.32 × 10 4 km 2 , with flat and wide terrain, and it is part of an alluvial plain belt with an average altitude of 139 m. Sand dunes and sand hills have wide distribution in the region. Fertile soils, the main types of surface soil, include black soil and chernozem, and the deep soil is black clay; the soil physical properties are shown in Table 1 . The annual average precipitation is 560 mm; the annual evaporation is 1326 mm; the total water resources amount to 9.6 billion cubic meters; and the average annual temperature is 2-6 • C. Due to the influence of the continental monsoon climate in the temperate zone, the winter is long, and the summer is short. Temperature changes in the spring and autumn occur rapidly. Precipitation occurs mainly from June-September, accounting for 60% of the annual precipitation. The winter snowfall is primarily concentrated between November and the following January. The lowest temperature occurs in January, with an average annual minimum temperature of −37.3 • C; the highest temperature occurs in July, with the highest average temperature of 36.3 • C. A manual sampling test revealed that the soil mechanical composition is relatively uniform and stable.
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Materials and Methods
Overview of the Study Area
The study area is located on northeastern China's Songnen Plain hinterland at the Northeast Agricultural University Water Comprehensive Experimental Area. The geographic location of this area is 126°45′32′′ E, 45°44′41′′ N. The study area belongs to a typical plot representative of the Songnen Plain; the experimental area is shown in Figure 1 . The area of the Songnen Plain is approximately 10.32 × 10 4 km 2 , with flat and wide terrain, and it is part of an alluvial plain belt with an average altitude of 139 m. Sand dunes and sand hills have wide distribution in the region. Fertile soils, the main types of surface soil, include black soil and chernozem, and the deep soil is black clay; the soil physical properties are shown in Table 1 . The annual average precipitation is 560 mm; the annual evaporation is 1326 mm; the total water resources amount to 9.6 billion cubic meters; and the average annual temperature is 2-6 °C. Due to the influence of the continental monsoon climate in the temperate zone, the winter is long, and the summer is short. Temperature changes in the spring and autumn occur rapidly. Precipitation occurs mainly from June-September, accounting for 60% of the annual precipitation. The winter snowfall is primarily concentrated between November and the following January. The lowest temperature occurs in January, with an average annual minimum temperature of −37.3 °C; the highest temperature occurs in July, with the highest average temperature of 36.3 °C. A manual sampling test revealed that the soil mechanical composition is relatively uniform and stable. 
Test Design
The test site was divided into four experimental areas. Each area block was established with a 10 × 10 m boundary to prevent water migration and diffusion between the different experimental blocks, and a 1-m-deep plastic film water barrier was placed along the borders. In each experimental area, a permafrost measuring instrument (Jinzhou Licheng LQX-DT, Jinzhou, China) was planted and used to determine the change in freezing depth during freezing and thawing. One set of JL-04 soil temperature sensors (Qingshengdianzi, Handan, China) was embedded in each area to measure the soil temperature and water content at soil depths of 5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 60, 100, 140 and 180 cm; the temperature logger was set to automatically read data at 9:00 a.m. daily. Simultaneously, two time-domain reflectometers (TDR) system (IMKO, Ettlingen, Germany) were established in each test area to compare the soil moisture content (measured as liquid moisture content) with the data extracted by the sensor to ensure its accuracy. A meteorological environment monitoring system (Jinzhou Yangguang, Jinzhou, China) was set up in the open area near the test site, and the meteorological indexes such as the ambient temperature, dew point temperature, evaporation, total radiation and net radiation were automatically recorded.
During the experiment, four experimental areas were established as follows: natural snow (NS), compacted snow (CS), thick snow (TS) and bare land (BL). Among these areas, the BL treatment was maintained with artificial snow removal. The NS area retained the original snow without disturbance; the snow cover thickness stability was 15 cm, and the snow density was 0.137 g/cm 3 . The CS area was simulated with artificial snow, and a constant-quality polyethylene plate was used (density = 9.8 kg/cm 2 , specifications 2.5 m × 1.5 m) to compact it, ensuring that the snow density was uniform; the snow thickness was 15 cm, and the density was 0.212 g/cm 3 . The TS area was simulated with artificial snow to ensure that the snow cover was consistent with the state of natural snow; the thickness of snow cover was 30 cm, and the snow density was 0.140 g/cm 3 .
During the experiment, the snow density and liquid water content were measured with a Snow Fork Snow Characteristic Analyzer (Helsinki University, Helsinki, Finland). The snow temperature was measured with a probe thermometer. The thickness of the snow was measured daily with a steel ruler. The physical characteristics of snow indicators are shown in in Table 2 . During the test, the three different snow-covered areas were artificially processed after each snowfall. From Figure 2 we can see that the snow parameters in the areas tended to be stable during 15 December 2014-1 March 2015. The snow thickness was approximately 30 cm in the TS plot and fluctuated around 15 cm in the NS and CS plots. The Figure 3 showed that the trends of the daily average temperature and daily total radiation value followed similar patterns, showing initial decreases followed by increases. The lowest daily average temperature of −23.11 • C appeared on 13 January 2015, and the minimum value of the total accumulated daily radiation of 0.23 MJ/m 2 appeared on 20 December 2014.
During the test, the three different snow-covered areas were artificially processed after each snowfall. From Figure 2 we can see that the snow parameters in the areas tended to be stable during 15 December 2014-1 March 2015. The snow thickness was approximately 30 cm in the TS plot and fluctuated around 15 cm in the NS and CS plots. The Figure 3 showed that the trends of the daily average temperature and daily total radiation value followed similar patterns, showing initial decreases followed by increases. The lowest daily average temperature of −23.11 °C appeared on 13 January 2015, and the minimum value of the total accumulated daily radiation of 0.23 MJ/m 2 appeared on 20 December 2014. 
Analytical Methods
Data Processing
During the data analysis, we combined the freezing depth, soil moisture content and temperature data with the meteorological indicators and snow characteristic parameters. Moreover, we plotted the spatial distribution of the soil temperature and liquid water content under different snow cover treatments using Sigmaplot software v. 12.5 (SYSTAT, Richmond, CA, USA). Next, we analyzed the variability of the soil water content and temperature along the vertical profile under different snow cover treatments. We used SPSS software v. 13.0 (IBM, Amon, NY, USA) to analyze the variation coefficient and variance of the soil temperature and water content. During the test, the three different snow-covered areas were artificially processed after each snowfall. From Figure 2 we can see that the snow parameters in the areas tended to be stable during 15 December 2014-1 March 2015. The snow thickness was approximately 30 cm in the TS plot and fluctuated around 15 cm in the NS and CS plots. The Figure 3 showed that the trends of the daily average temperature and daily total radiation value followed similar patterns, showing initial decreases followed by increases. The lowest daily average temperature of −23.11 °C appeared on 13 January 2015, and the minimum value of the total accumulated daily radiation of 0.23 MJ/m 2 appeared on 20 December 2014. 
Analytical Methods
Data Processing
During the data analysis, we combined the freezing depth, soil moisture content and temperature data with the meteorological indicators and snow characteristic parameters. Moreover, we plotted the spatial distribution of the soil temperature and liquid water content under different snow cover treatments using Sigmaplot software v. 12.5 (SYSTAT, Richmond, CA, USA). Next, we analyzed the variability of the soil water content and temperature along the vertical profile under different snow cover treatments. We used SPSS software v. 13.0 (IBM, Amon, NY, USA) to analyze the variation coefficient and variance of the soil temperature and water content. 
Analytical Methods
Data Processing
During the data analysis, we combined the freezing depth, soil moisture content and temperature data with the meteorological indicators and snow characteristic parameters. Moreover, we plotted the spatial distribution of the soil temperature and liquid water content under different snow cover treatments using Sigmaplot software v. 12.5 (SYSTAT, Richmond, CA, USA). Next, we analyzed the variability of the soil water content and temperature along the vertical profile under different snow cover treatments. We used SPSS software v. 13.0 (IBM, Amon, NY, USA) to analyze the variation coefficient and variance of the soil temperature and water content.
Evaluation Indicators (1) Standard deviation:
The standard deviation reflects the distance of the data from the mean of the combined elements, and the standard deviation of time series x i of soil parameters in any soil layer can be expressed as follows:
where N is the sample number; µ is the sample mean; and i = 1, 2, 3 . . . N.
(2) Variance:
The variance is the average of the sum of the squared deviations of each data point and their arithmetic mean; usually expressed in σ 2 , it is typically used to measure the degree of difference of statistical data:
In this study, the coefficient of variation, C v , reflects the relative variability, which mainly reflects the degree of time series dispersion in the temperature and liquid water temperature, as follows [29] :
According to the size of the variation coefficient, the degree of variation in the soil temperature and liquid water content can be divided into three categories: weak variation (C v ≤ 10%), medium variation (10% < C v < 100%) and high variation (C v ≥ 100%) [30] .
As the measurement depths of the soil temperature and moisture were 5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 60, 100, 140 and 180 cm in the original text, the range of the soil temperature and moisture in a unit soil layer between 5 and 10 cm was calculated as the maximum value of the 10-cm soil layer minus the minimum value of the 5-cm soil layer, and the value was divided by 5 cm (10−5 cm). According to this method, the change range of the soil moisture and temperature in a unit soil layer was calculated for depths of 10-15 cm, 15-20 cm, 20-40 cm, etc. For the variance of a unit soil layer, the variance of the soil temperature and water time series in the 5-cm and 10-cm soil layers were obtained, and the difference value between the two was divided by 5 cm (10−5 cm); in the same way, the variances of the unit soil layers at depths of 10-15 cm, 15-20 cm, 20-40 cm, 40-60 cm, 60-100 cm, 100-140 cm and 140-180 cm were obtained sequentially. Finally, the standard deviation of the temperature and moisture of the unit soil layer was divided by the average temperature and moisture content of the soil layer in the area and the variation coefficient of the temperature and moisture in the unit soil layer can be obtained.
Results and Analysis
The Process of the Soil Freezing Depth Curve
The measurement cycle of the experiment followed a soil freeze-thaw cycle (8 November 2014 -7 May 2015 . At the onset of freezing, the soil was presented in a one-way frozen state from the top to the bottom, whereas in the melting period, the frozen soil area showed a "two-way" melting state. There were differences in the freezing process of the soil due to the different snow cover conditions. These differences affected the critical depth of soil freezing. The soil freezing process curve is shown in Figure 4 . An analysis of the overall trends showed that the surface soil was the first to melt under BL conditions on 25 February 2015. Increases in the ambient temperature resulted in snow melt, and under NS, TS and CS conditions, the soil presented a phenomenon of melting in turn. The analysis showed that the maximum freeze depth was 127 cm under the BL treatment, whereas under the NS, CS and TS treatments, the maximum freeze depths were 118 cm, 95 cm and 86 cm, respectively. Under normal circumstances, with the increase of the snow density, the thermal conductivity of the snow cover is enhanced under the CS treatment, and the change in the atmospheric temperature is more likely to affect the heat transfer of the soil, thereby increasing the freezing depth. However, in this study, the data in Table 2 showed that in the CS treatment, the liquid water content of the snow was greater than that of the NS treatment, and the heat capacity of water (4.2 × 10 3 J/(kg·°C)) was greater than the heat capacity of snow (2.1 × 10 3 J/(kg·°C)). The liquid water in snow absorbs more energy, which hinders the dissipation of soil heat. Therefore, the soil freezing depth under the CS treatment was less than that of the NS treatment.
Snow cover prolonged the soil freezing time. Under the BL treatment, the soil complete thaw date was 19 April. The time at which the soil completely thawed under the NS, CS and TS treatments exhibited increases of 9, 12 and 17 days, respectively, compared with BL. Furthermore, the change trend of the soil freeze depth curve exhibited changes in the slope that were relatively large at the early freeze stage; with the continuation of the freezing process, the slope of the freeze curve changed slowly and tended to become stable within a certain period of time. Similarly, changes in the soil freezing under the NS, CS and TS treatments exhibited decreasing trends, to different extents, compared with the BL treatment. The specific change process of freezing rate is shown in Table 3 : An analysis of the overall trends showed that the surface soil was the first to melt under BL conditions on 25 February 2015. Increases in the ambient temperature resulted in snow melt, and under NS, TS and CS conditions, the soil presented a phenomenon of melting in turn. The analysis showed that the maximum freeze depth was 127 cm under the BL treatment, whereas under the NS, CS and TS treatments, the maximum freeze depths were 118 cm, 95 cm and 86 cm, respectively. Under normal circumstances, with the increase of the snow density, the thermal conductivity of the snow cover is enhanced under the CS treatment, and the change in the atmospheric temperature is more likely to affect the heat transfer of the soil, thereby increasing the freezing depth. However, in this study, the data in Table 2 showed that in the CS treatment, the liquid water content of the snow was greater than that of the NS treatment, and the heat capacity of water (4.2 × 10 3 J/(kg· • C)) was greater than the heat capacity of snow (2.1 × 10 3 J/(kg· • C)). The liquid water in snow absorbs more energy, which hinders the dissipation of soil heat. Therefore, the soil freezing depth under the CS treatment was less than that of the NS treatment.
Snow cover prolonged the soil freezing time. Under the BL treatment, the soil complete thaw date was 19 April. The time at which the soil completely thawed under the NS, CS and TS treatments exhibited increases of 9, 12 and 17 days, respectively, compared with BL. Furthermore, the change trend of the soil freeze depth curve exhibited changes in the slope that were relatively large at the early freeze stage; with the continuation of the freezing process, the slope of the freeze curve changed slowly and tended to become stable within a certain period of time. Similarly, changes in the soil freezing under the NS, CS and TS treatments exhibited decreasing trends, to different extents, compared with the BL treatment. The specific change process of freezing rate is shown in Table 3 : A comparative analysis of the soil freezing rate indicates that under the BL treatment conditions, the soil freezing rate was 0.91 cm/day in the 0-10-cm soil layer, which is relatively stable. With the continuous migration of the freezing front, the freezing rate rapidly increased in the 10-60-cm soil layer, and the average freezing rate was 1.62 cm/day, especially in the 50-60-cm soil layer, where the freezing rate reached a peak value. The freezing rate showed a gradual weakening trend when the freezing depth reached 110-120 cm, where the freezing rate was only 0.67 cm/day. During the whole freezing period, the freezing rate of the vertical section of soil first increased and then decreased. Under NS conditions, the freezing trend was the same as in the BL treatment; however, in the same soil layer, the freezing rate exhibited a decreasing trend to different extents compared with the BL treatment. Similarly, in the 40-50-cm soil layer, the freezing rate reached 1.67 cm/day, which was the peak freezing rate under these conditions. The freezing rate gradually decreased below 50 cm and finally reached a stable state in the 100-110-cm soil layer. Furthermore, compared with the BL and NS treatments in the same soil layer, the freezing rate decreased under the CS and TS treatments, reaching a steady state at 90-100 cm and 80-90 cm, respectively.
Soil Temperature Variation
The transfer process of soil temperature under different snow cover conditions determined in the present study is plotted in Figure 5 . In addition, the time series of the soil temperature in different soil layers were analyzed with SPSS 19.0; the results are shown in Table 4 .
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A comparative analysis of the soil freezing rate indicates that under the BL treatment conditions, the soil freezing rate was 0.91 cm/d in the 0-10-cm soil layer, which is relatively stable. With the continuous migration of the freezing front, the freezing rate rapidly increased in the 10-60-cm soil layer, and the average freezing rate was 1.62 cm/d, especially in the 50-60-cm soil layer, where the freezing rate reached a peak value. The freezing rate showed a gradual weakening trend when the freezing depth reached 110-120 cm, where the freezing rate was only 0.67 cm/d. During the whole freezing period, the freezing rate of the vertical section of soil first increased and then decreased. Under NS conditions, the freezing trend was the same as in the BL treatment; however, in the same soil layer, the freezing rate exhibited a decreasing trend to different extents compared with the BL treatment. Similarly, in the 40-50-cm soil layer, the freezing rate reached 1.67 cm/d, which was the peak freezing rate under these conditions. The freezing rate gradually decreased below 50 cm and finally reached a stable state in the 100-110-cm soil layer. Furthermore, compared with the BL and NS treatments in the same soil layer, the freezing rate decreased under the CS and TS treatments, reaching a steady state at 90-100 cm and 80-90 cm, respectively.
The transfer process of soil temperature under different snow cover conditions determined in the present study is plotted in Figure 5 . In addition, the time series of the soil temperature in different soil layers were analyzed with SPSS 19.0; the results are shown in Table 4 . The overall analysis indicated that the soil temperature sequence in the whole freeze-thaw cycle exhibited a trend of decreasing first and then increasing over time. In the soil vertical section, the changes of soil temperature in the 0-40-cm soil layer under different treatment conditions were more significant; this tendency indicates that the temperature change in this region was relatively large, while those between 40 and 100 cm were relatively minor. However, in the 100-180-cm soil layer, the change gradient was small, indicating that the soil temperature of this region was minimally affected by the external environment.
In the BL treatment, the soil temperature ranged from −20.24 to 14.47 • C in the 0-40-cm soil layer, indicating a large variation in temperature. As the soil depth increased, the variation of the soil temperature ranged from −10 to 11.8 • C in the 40-140-cm soil layer, and the extent of the soil temperature change was relatively weak. Meanwhile, the variation range of the soil temperature in the deep 140-180-cm soil layer was 3.2-12.7 • C. Thus, the soil temperature changed minimally, and these soils did not freeze.
In the NS treatment area, the soil temperature ranged from −7.55 to 13.15 • C in the 0-40-cm soil layer, and the variation of the soil temperature decreased greatly compared with that under the BL treatment. In addition, the temperature variation ranges between the 40-140-cm and 140-180-cm soil layers were −3.9-10.23 • C and 4.7-13.8 • C, respectively. In the same soil layer, the range of the soil temperature variation range decreased under the three snow cover treatment conditions compared with the bare soil treatment, and the changes in temperature were minor.
Similarly, under the CS and TS treatments, the soil temperature ranges were −6.82-12.55 • C and −5.86-12.81 • C, respectively, in the 0-40-cm soil layer. The soil temperature change trend under these two treatments was slower than that under the BL and NS treatments. Furthermore, the soil temperatures in the 40-140-cm and 140-180-cm soil layers gradually became stable with the increasing soil depth. The differences in soil temperature under the four treatments exhibited the following order of extent: BL > NS > CS > TS.
Based on an analysis of the soil temperature trend under four different treatments, the variation range, variation coefficient and variance in unit soil temperature were calculated. We also analyzed the extent of fluctuation in the unit soil layer of the soil temperature time series and then determined the critical layer of the soil temperature under different snow cover treatments.
Under BL treatment conditions, the variation coefficient of the unit soil layer of soil temperature time series was 12.138% at the 5-10-cm region. As the soil depth increased, the variation coefficient of the unit soil layers gradually decreased, and the fluctuation in the soil temperature sequence gradually weakened. The variation coefficient in soil temperature decreased to 2.645% at the 100-140-cm region. At the same time, the variance of the soil temperature sequence in the unit soil layer was 0.361 • C at the 5-10-cm region; however, the variance of the unit soil layer became 0.061 • C in the 100-140-cm region, wherein the soil temperature deviation from the average value difference gradually decreased. When the soil temperature reached a certain degree of stability, we determined that the soil reached the critical depth.
Under NS conditions, the variation coefficient and variance of the soil temperature in the different soil layers exhibited a decreasing trend compared with those for BL. Among these soil layers, the variation coefficient of the soil temperature at the surface 5-10-cm soil layer was 4.61% lower than that under the BL treatment. At the region below 10 cm, the variation coefficient of the time series gradually decreased, and it was only 1.672% in the 100-140-cm soil layer. The variance of the unit soil layer exhibited similar variation trends from 5 cm to 180 cm.
Similarly, under CS and TS conditions, the variation coefficient and variance in the unit soil temperature were less than those under the BL treatment in the overall change trend; the average values of the soil variation coefficient under the two treatment conditions in the vertical profile decreased by 6.63% and 9.05% compared with those of the BL treatment, and the average values of the variance decreased by 5.43% and 8.69%, respectively. With increasing thickness in snow cover and density, the variation coefficient and variance in soil temperature exhibited a decreasing trend; however, in the 10-15-cm soil layer under the CS treatment and in the 5-10-cm soil layer under the TS treatment, the variation coefficient of soil temperature had a singular value. Based on the results shown in Table 4 , the soil variation coefficients (C v ) of the 10-15-cm soil layer under CS conditions and the 5-10-cm soil layer under TS conditions were significantly larger than those of the other soil layers under the same treatment conditions. These results show that the soil temperature of the soil layer is affected by environmental variations; thus, the variation coefficient value is called the singular point. Combined with the experimental conditions, a specific analysis of the reasons for this trend indicated that due to the large amount of snow cover, the infiltration of snowmelt water led to a rapid increase in the soil moisture content. Moreover, as the heat capacity of water of 4.2 × 10 3 J/(kg· • C) is greater than the soil specific heat [31] , a large water supply affected the steady rise of soil temperature [32] and resulted in a certain degree of fluctuation in the soil temperature; thereby, it showed a complex change in the law.
In the process of the research, the difference sequences of the soil temperature between the 10, 15, 20, 40, 60, 100, 140 and 180-cm layers and the surface 5-cm layer were calculated. On this basis, the variances of the difference sequences were obtained. As the variance reflects the degree of discretization of the sequence, it also reflects the stability of the sequence. The temperature sequence of the 5-cm soil layer had a greater degree of fluctuation, so we believed that the research soil layer had a strong degree of dispersion when the variance of the difference sequence between the research soil layer and the 5-cm soil layer was small. When the variance of the difference sequence increased and tended to a stable value, the temperature of the research soil layer reached a stable state. Figure 6 shows that the variance curves in the soil temperature difference under the four different treatments had a "steady-rising-steady" trend. As the changing tendency of the soil temperature at the 10, 15 and 20-cm soil layers was similar to that of the surface 5-cm soil layer, the variance of the difference sequence between these soil layers and the 5-cm soil layer was low. With the increase in soil depth, the variances of the difference sequence between the 100, 140 and 180-cm soil layers and the surface 5-cm soil layer were larger and tended to a steady state. This indicated that the temperatures of the 100, 140 and 180-cm soil layers were different from that of the surface 5-cm layer. The soil temperatures of these soil layers were relatively stable and did not fluctuate. Therefore, it seemed that when the variance curve approached a plateau, the soil temperature tended to stabilize and become less affected by the fluctuation of freezing and thawing.
In the study, the curve in the figure was fitted by the variance values of the nine difference sequences, and the variation process of the variance under the different treatment conditions conformed to the logistic curves. Through the analysis by fitting toolbox in MATLAB (Matlab software v. 2010b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), we can see that the determination coefficient (R 2 ) was 0.993 under the condition of bare land; the fitting degree of the curve was higher; and the specific equation of the curve was y = 25.12/[1 + 0.594e −0.0534(x−90) ]. Besides that, the determination coefficients were 0.987, 0.952 and 0.931 under the condition of NS, CS and TS, respectively. We think that the location where the curve tended to be stable was the critical layer of the soil freezing and thawing activities. In order to seek the critical point, the first derivative of the curve equation was calculated by MATLAB software, and we defined that when the first derivative of the equation was less than 0.1, the slope of the curve tends to be stable and that was the critical layer of soil water thermal activity. By comparison, we can see that the critical layer under BL conditions was 124 cm, and the critical positions under NS, CS and TS conditions were 112, 97 and 88 cm, respectively. The error between the soil frozen depth and the critical layer depth remained within 5%, which was consistent with the actual situation.
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Variation in Soil Moisture Content
This change in soil moisture content during the freezing and thawing period is shown in Figure 7 . In the BL treatment, the variation difference in the soil moisture content was 28.76% in the 0-40-cm soil layer. With the increasing depth of the soil layer, the variation difference of the soil water content became 20.03% in the 40-140-cm soil layer, and there was still a considerable difference in the variation of the water content. However, in the deep 140-180-cm layer, the soil moisture content was essentially stable, and the difference in moisture content was only 3.7%, whereas the decrease in soil water content was primarily due to the migration of soil moisture to the frozen edge.
Under NS conditions, the overall level of soil moisture content was higher than in the BL treatment, and the variation difference also exhibited a certain degree of reduction. The difference in the soil moisture content was 23.45% in the 0-40-cm soil layer, and it decreased by 5.31% compared with that for the BL treatment. In the 40-140-cm and 140-180-cm soil layers, the difference in soil moisture content decreased by 6.14% and 1.32% compared to the BL treatment, respectively. The snow cover treatment reduced the soil heat dissipation, and the freeze degree of soil decreased, which led to a decrease in the soil moisture content.
Under CS and TS, because of the increase in the thickness of the snow cover and the snow density, the effects of heat preservation and water conservation were more obvious. The differences in the soil moisture content in the 0-40-cm soil layer under the two treatments were 6.31% and 7.26% lower than those under the BL treatment, respectively. Furthermore, in the 40-140-cm and 140-180-cm soil layers, the variation difference of the soil moisture content exhibited a certain degree of reduction compared to that in the BL treatment, and the overall level of the soil moisture content exhibited an increasing trend.
We also analyzed the range, variation coefficient and variance of the soil moisture content per unit soil layer under the four different snow cover treatments, and the results are shown in Table 5 .
Under the BL treatment conditions, the variation coefficient of the soil moisture content in a unit soil layer was 12.634% at the 5-10-cm soil layer. The variation coefficient of the soil moisture content vertical profile showed a trend of gradually narrowing from shallow to deep until reaching the 100-140-cm soil layer, wherein its variation coefficient decreased to 0.964%, and the soil moisture content reached a relatively stable level. Critical point Figure 6 . Variation in the soil temperature variance.
Under the BL treatment conditions, the variation coefficient of the soil moisture content in a unit soil layer was 12.634% at the 5-10-cm soil layer. The variation coefficient of the soil moisture content vertical profile showed a trend of gradually narrowing from shallow to deep until reaching the 100-140-cm soil layer, wherein its variation coefficient decreased to 0.964%, and the soil moisture content reached a relatively stable level. Under the NS conditions, the variation coefficient of the soil moisture content in the shallow soil also exhibited a high level of variability; however, the variation in the vertical profile indicated that the variation coefficient of the soil moisture content in a unit soil layer was 8.345% in the 5-10-cm soil layer. Furthermore, the variation coefficient reached a peak value in the 10-15-cm soil layer. The area below this soil layer indicated a trend of decreasing gradually, then tending to be stable in the 100-140-cm soil layer. An analysis indicated that the infiltration of snowmelt water in the spring resulted in a sudden increase in soil moisture content at the soil surface, which affected the whole process of soil moisture content; therefore, the coefficient of variation in the soil layer also had a certain impact. Under the NS conditions, the variation coefficient of the soil moisture content in the shallow soil also exhibited a high level of variability; however, the variation in the vertical profile indicated that the variation coefficient of the soil moisture content in a unit soil layer was 8.345% in the 5-10-cm soil layer. Furthermore, the variation coefficient reached a peak value in the 10-15-cm soil layer. The area below this soil layer indicated a trend of decreasing gradually, then tending to be stable in the 100-140-cm soil layer. An analysis indicated that the infiltration of snowmelt water in the spring resulted in a sudden increase in soil moisture content at the soil surface, which affected the whole process of soil moisture content; therefore, the coefficient of variation in the soil layer also had a certain impact.
Similarly, under the CS and TS treatments, the variation coefficient of soil moisture content exhibited a peak at 10-15 cm and 5-10 cm, respectively. With an increasing amount of snow cover, the infiltration of the snowmelt water increased, and the variation coefficient of the liquid water content in the peak level position gradually rose. However, the variation coefficient of the soil moisture content in the vertical sections of soil also tended to decrease with the increasing soil depth.
We sought to determine the difference in the soil moisture content between each layer and the surface 5-cm layer in the four different treatments and calculated the variance of the difference. The results are shown in Figure 8 .
Comparing the variances of the difference sequences in the soil moisture content under the four different treatment conditions revealed that the soil variation trend was gentler in the shallow soil. After the rising stage, the soil moisture content of the soil under the TS treatment was the first to reach a stable level, and the inflection point was at 89 cm. Then, the variance of the difference sequence of the moisture content reached an equilibrium under the CS treatment, and the inflection point was located in the 98-cm soil layer. The CS, NS and BL treatments reached their equilibrium positions in that order; the variance balance value decreased with the increasing snow cover, and the critical layer of the soil water heat activity gradually decreased.
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Comparing the variances of the difference sequences in the soil moisture content under the four different treatment conditions revealed that the soil variation trend was gentler in the shallow soil. After the rising stage, the soil moisture content of the soil under the TS treatment was the first to reach a stable level, and the inflection point was at 89 cm. Then, the variance of the difference sequence of the moisture content reached an equilibrium under the CS treatment, and the inflection point was located in the 98-cm soil layer. The CS, NS and BL treatments reached their equilibrium positions in that order; the variance balance value decreased with the increasing snow cover, and the critical layer of the soil water heat activity gradually decreased. In summary, the changes in the soil moisture content in the shallow soil layers were relatively drastic, whereas those in the deeper soil layers were relatively stable. Snow cover can reduce the evaporation and diffusion of soil moisture, thereby reducing water loss, whereas the effect of snow insulation lessened the degree of soil freezing and increased the overall moisture content of the soil. The difference in soil moisture content gradually decreased with the increasing snow thickness and density.
Discussion
(1) The results of this paper were based on measured data. By analyzing the changes in the soil freezing rate, soil temperature and water content, the stable level of the soil water and heat change was found, which was defined as the critical layer of soil freezing and thawing. The differences in the soil freezing and thawing critical layer positions under different snow cover conditions were compared, and the influence of meteorological factors on the soil water and heat transfer activities were analyzed. However, the physical response mechanism of the atmospheric-soil complex system and its quantitative transfer relationship require further study.
(2) Under the driving force of the soil matric potential, the frozen front of the soil moved deeper during the process of soil freezing. It can be seen from the analysis that in the 10-60-cm soil layer, the soil freezing rate was greater, and the surface soil was more affected by the environmental variation. In the 90-130-cm soil layer, the soil freezing rate was slow, and with the increase in soil depth, the In summary, the changes in the soil moisture content in the shallow soil layers were relatively drastic, whereas those in the deeper soil layers were relatively stable. Snow cover can reduce the evaporation and diffusion of soil moisture, thereby reducing water loss, whereas the effect of snow insulation lessened the degree of soil freezing and increased the overall moisture content of the soil. The difference in soil moisture content gradually decreased with the increasing snow thickness and density.
(2) Under the driving force of the soil matric potential, the frozen front of the soil moved deeper during the process of soil freezing. It can be seen from the analysis that in the 10-60-cm soil layer, the soil freezing rate was greater, and the surface soil was more affected by the environmental variation. In the 90-130-cm soil layer, the soil freezing rate was slow, and with the increase in soil depth, the energy exchange between the soil and the environment was attenuated. Wang [33] proposed that the heat flux decreased in the deep soil, and with the passage of time and the increase in the freezing depth, the freezing rate became slow. From the analysis of the article, we also can see that the level of soil freezing stability under the condition of snow cover increased by nearly 10 cm compared with that of bare land, and the position of the frozen layer of the soil increased in turn under the natural snow, compacted snow and thick snow cover treatment conditions. Calonne [34] proposed that the low thermal conductivity and high heat capacity of the snow weakened the heat transfer between the soil and the environment. Guo [35] also suggested that the snow cover hindered the effect of the solar radiation on the soil temperature, reduced the diffusion of the soil heat and narrowed the freezing range of the soil. This study confirmed the effect of snow cover on the location of the soil critical layer.
(3) With the decreasing ambient temperature, the soil temperature fluctuated to different degrees due to the influence of the environment. The soil water and heat conditions of the different soil layers are quite different. With the increasing soil depth, heat transfer was accompanied by a phenomenon of dissipation, and the soil thermal conductivity was weakened. The results showed that the change trend of the soil temperature in the 0-40-cm region was significantly larger than that of the 140-180-cm region, and combined with the temperature range, variation coefficient and variance of the unit soil layer, the soil temperature fluctuated significantly in the 0-40-cm area, but it tended to be stable in the 140-180-cm region. Li [36] proposed that during the freezing-thawing cycle of frozen soil, with the increase in soil depth, the amplitude of the soil change decreased, and the freezing time was thus delayed. Liu [37] considered that the temperature of the surface area changes significantly in the process of water circulation between the ground gases, while in the area below 65 cm, the soil energy region was stable. At the same time, the research showed that the strong emissivity and low thermal conductivity hindered the energy exchange between the soil and the environment, so the range of the soil temperature variation narrowed with the increasing snow cover.
(4) During the freezing process, under the action of a temperature gradient, the soil moisture changed from the liquid phase to the solid phase and migrated under a driving force. In the melting period, with the increase in the ambient temperature, the solid ice in the soil was converted into liquid water, and the infiltration of the snow melt also supplied surface soil moisture. It was found that the soil water content in the 0-40-cm soil layer decreased significantly during the freezing period, while the water content of the melting period increased significantly, and the variation range was higher than that of the melting period in the 40-140-cm and 140-180-cm soil areas. It is believed that the energy was lost in the transmission during the freezing process, and the phase change of the solid ice absorbed a substantial amount of this energy; it hindered the process of energy transfer from the shallower to the deeper, and thus, the response of the soil moisture to the surface environment decreased with the depth of the soil. Fan [38] proposed that the water contents of the different soil layers showed a "U" trend in the process of the freeze-thaw cycle, and the driving effect of the temperature gradient weakened with the increasing soil depth. In addition, evaporation of the soil water was inhibited by the snow cover, and the degree of soil freezing was weakened by the snow insulation effect. With the increase in the snow cover thickness and the increase in density, this effect was more significant.
Conclusions
(1) Snow is a poor conductor of heat, and it reduced the energy exchange between the environment and the soil in the atmosphere-snow-soil complex; in addition, it hindered the two-way transmission of heat, which affected the migration rate of the frozen front during the freezing process. Therefore, the snow decreased the freezing depth of the soil and prolonged the soil melting time. The average soil freezing rates under natural snow, compacted snow and thick snow treatments decreased by 8.29%, 12.32% and 25.87% compared with a bare land treatment, respectively. With increasing thickness of the snow cover and increasing density, the barrier between the soil and the environment was enhanced, and the frozen area of soil decreased.
(2) During the freezing and thawing cycles, the strong reflectivity of the snow and the large heat capacity suppressed the influence of atmospheric radiation and environmental vapor pressure driving soil water and heat. In the process of vertical and horizontal water and heat transfer, the variation in soil temperature in the shallow soil layer was relatively large, but at a depth of 140 cm, the difference in the soil temperature and time series was very weak. The insulating effect was more obvious at shallower soil depths. With each freezing phase, the soil surface soil moisture content significantly decreased. During the melting period, the infiltration of the snow melt water caused a sudden increase in the shallow water content, and the change in the soil moisture content in the shallow soil layer was relatively complicated. The trend in deep-water content was a gradual decrease.
(3) The variation in the soil temperature and liquid water content difference at each soil layer with changes in soil surface water and heat time series defined the position of the soil critical layer. The results were in strong agreement with the results of a soil freezing depth analysis and per unit of soil moisture variability. It was further verified that the existence of snow reduces the influence of the atmospheric environment on soil water-heat transfer. The snow cover weakened the influence of temperature on soil water and heat. With increasing snow cover, the critical layer of soil freeze and thaw gradually increased.
(4) These results can provide a basis for the determination of the critical level of soil water and heat activity in regions with seasonally frozen soil. Defining the active range of the freezing and thawing soil water heat ensures that researchers can study the migration mechanisms and the coupling relationships between the soil and water, improving the authenticity and reliability of theoretical research. In addition, this study has important guiding significance for predicting the spatial distribution of soil water and heat in the active layer, thereby providing timely support for scientific and reasonable formulations of the spring sowing plan.
